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Inspection ~ Summary: Inspection No. 50-334/84-15 on June 2 - July 6,1984.
.

" Areas' Inspected: Routine inspections by the resident inspector (134 hours)
- of licensee actions on previous inspection findings, plant operations,

- housekeeping, fire protection, radiological controls, physical security,
surveillance program, maintenance activities, engineered safety features

-verification, annual emergency preparedness drill, licensee event reports
and . containment emergency airlock modifications.

Results:-Three potential safety issues were identified (inadequate control of'

station battery tests - detail 3.b.1, violation of station equipment clearance'

procedures - detail 6, and missed surveillances - detail 8).
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DETAILS-

c .

1. Persons Contacted
v

J. Carey, Vice President, Nuclear Group
M. Coppula, Superintendent of Technical Services
K.:Grada, Superintendent of Licensing and Compliance
T. Jones, Manager, Nuclear Operations
W. Lacey, Station Superintendent
J.--Sieber,. Manager, Nuclear Safety and Licensing

. N. Tonet, Manager, Nuclear Engineering
.

-The . inspector _also contacted other licensee employees and contractors
during this inspection.

+- J 20 ~ Tine NRC Outstanding Itenis (OI) i.ist was reviewed wil.h cognizani, licensee
-personnel. Items selected by the inspectors were subsequently reviewed
through discussions with licensee personnel, documentation reviews and
field inspection to determine whether licensee actions specified in the
OI's had been satisfactorily completed. The overall status of previously

~

. identified inspection findings were reviewed, and planned and completed
licensee:a::tions were discussed for those items reported below.

(Closed) Unresolved Item (84-04-05): Revise breaker PMPs to inspect auxiliary
relay mechanical linkage. PMP l-36SS-BKR-lE, ITE SKV Air Circuit Breaker

' Inspection, was-revised to include a visual inspection of cubicle linkages
: and interlocks. Additional checks for signs of physical defects or
deformation, contact fitting, wear and tightness of bolts and screws were
also added. This item is closed.

- (Closed) Unresol_ved Item (84-04-02): Correct Control Room prints to reflect
containment sump pump discharge lines as-built condition and other temporary
modifications. The inspectors reviewed the Control Room prints and verified
that OM Figure 9-3 now reflects the as-built condition. Additionally, the
Llicensee performed a review of other Control Room drawings and verified that
the other temporary modifications were identified on the Control Room prints.
This item is closed.

. Closed) Unresolved Item (84-09-01): . Verify that emergency operating procedures(
contain appropriate flags to direct operators to the reactor vent system procedures
when needed. The inspector reviewed the Control Room copy of OM Chapter 53,
Emergency Operating Procedures, Rev.15, and verified that references to the
reactor ven+ procedures were added at appropriate steps. This item is closed.

:(0 pen) Unresolved Item (84-12-05): Review the component cooling water (CCR)
heat exchanger corrective actions. The inspectors reviewed the Nuclear Engineering

;and Construction Units report dated June 25, 1984, on the CCR heat exchanger tube
degradation problem. This report indicated that the tube degradation mechanism
is limited to crevice corrosion caused by manganese deposits from the river water.

. _ _ ._ ___ ._ _ _ _ _ , ._ _ _ . _ ____
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' Because of the mechanism involved, the licensee does not believe that the failure
process could lead to tube fracture and that a limited leakage through wall pit
formation is the most. severe failure expected. Additionally, the heat exchanger
system hastbeen analyzed for thermal performance and it was detennined that with
75 tubes plugged in each heat exchanger, the ability to bring the plant to cold
shutdown ~ condition within the specified time limit is still satisfied. The
report was forwarded to the Regional office for review by a metallurgy specialist.
This item remains open pending tube bundle replacement scheduled for the fourth
refueling outage or other disposition as justified by DLC engineering.

3. - Plant Operations

~ : : . :, L : : a i 'Generai

Inspection tours of the plant areas listed below were conducted during
both day and night shifts with respect to Technical Specification (TS)
compliance, housekeeping and cleanliness, fire protection, radiation

' control, physical security and plant protection, operational and
maintenance administrative controls.

Control Room---

Primary Auxiliary Building--

Turbine Building'--

Service Building--

-- -Main _ Intake Structure
Main Steam Valve Room--

Purge Duct Room--

East / West Cable Vaults--

-- Emergen'cy_ Diesel Generator Rooms
Containment Building--

Penetration Areas--

Safeguards Areas--

Various Switchgear Rooms / Cable Spreading Room-
--

Protected Areas---

-Acceptance criteria for the above areas include the following:

BVPS FSAR--

[ Technical Specifications (TS)--

. BVPS Operating Manual (0M), Chapter 48, Conduct of Operations--

OM 1.48.5, Section D Jumpers and Lifted Leads--

OM 1.48.6, Clearance Procedures--

OM 1.48.8, Records--

OM 1.48.9, Rules of Practice--

OM Chapter 55A, Periodic Checks - Operating Surveillance Tests--

BVPS Maintenance Manual (MM), Chapter 1, Conduct of Maintenance--

BVPS Radcon Manual (RCM)--

10 CFR 50.54(k) -Control Room Manning Requirements v--

BVPS Site / Station Administrative Procedures (SAP)--

BVPS Physical Security Plan (PSP)--

Inspector Judgement--
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# . b. ' Operations -

.. ,

. The inspectors toured the Control Room regularly to verify compliance |

- iwith NRC requirements and facility technical specifications (TS). |

'

~ irect observations of instrumentation, recorder traces and control IDg' ,

panels.were made for items important to safety. Included in the
5 reviews were-the rod position indicators, nuclear instrumentation,

"q' systems,' radiation monitors, containment pressure and temperature
' ' parameters, onsite/offsite emergency power sources, availability of

: reactor protection systems, and proper alignment of engineered safety
feature systems. Where an abnomal condition existed (such as out-1,

iof service equipment), . adherence to appropriate .TS action statementsAma;m 2 m

,3.*1ndependently_ verified. Also, various operation logs and records,yy-m ,. y

; including completed surveillance. tests,. equipment clearance permits in
: progress, status board maintenance and temporary operating procedures.

/ ~ were. reviewed on aisampling basis for compliance with technical+
v ~ ' specifications and those administrative controls listed in paragraph 3a.

4

/ .During >the course of the inspection, discussions were conducted with
- : operators concerning reasons for selected annunciators and knowledge !''

' of recent changes to procedures, . facility configuration and plant
: conditions. The inspectors verified adherence to approved procedures
.for ongoing ~ activities observed. Shift turnovers were witnessed and

" ,i
' staffing requirements confimed. . Except where noted below, inspector. ,

comments'or-que'stions resulting from these ~ daily reviews were acceptably
y 7 resolved by. licensee personnel.
y
f -; ;1. . While comparing surveillance-tests used at BVPS Unit I with those
M %g being developed for Unit 2, the licensee detemined that the ;

~ ' ~ service: test did not meet the intent of Technical Specificationt. .

^*
<, - 4.8.2.3.2d for-station batteries. Surveillance test BVT 1.1-'

'l.39.1.(.2), No. 1 (No. 2) Battery and Charger Load Test, performed
y* 3'.. on an 18 month frequency during shutdown, subjects station batteries

'
t

-
' to a two hour. flat rate load test at 90 amps. The intent of the

techr:ical' specification is that battery capacity be demonstrated to'
,

Ebe adequate-to supply.and maintain in operable status, all of the;
,

p . actual or simulated emergency loads for a two hour design duty
x_ cycle of the DC system. IEEE Standard 450-1980, IEEE Recommended

t -Practice for. Maintenance, Testing and Replacement of Large Lead
*- - Storage Batteries, referenced in the TS bases to Amendment 54
m- and its Safety Evaluation Report, requires the service test to be'

ws ~ performed to an actual. load profile expected to occur on the DC
. system during a design bases accident. Resident inspector discussions4

with cognizant licensee personnel on June 21, 1984, indicated that
s

'

. such.a. testing profile had not been developed by the station and. .

consequently was not included in the FSAR.
s

'
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9% From.a review of the original acceptance-test data, the inspector-,

j. j 1 determined.that the batteries were subjected to a 924 amp discharge
&f W1 t rate:for one minute followed by a sustained flat rate of 374 amps>

MM ' for the duration of the' two hour test. Additionally, the 8 hour
% 225'enp capacity test perfomed under TS 4.8.2.3.2.e during 1981

=and.1982 for battery banks 1 and 2 respectively, showed a maximum'

,,- *

degradation of less than 5% of the manufacturer's rating on each
7. bank, well within the 80% of. original capacity acceptance limit.
4: .m ~ 'f.dditionally, original purchase specifications referenced in the

f FSAR indicated that a 49% safety factor was built into the battery.
'

.

et ~ bank capscity. This item was. addressed during a conference call
nimma_ awith representatives from,NRR (including the Power Systems Branch)

re ano ULU'swuperintencent ot L1cens1ng and compliance. During this-

discussion, it was detemined that the station batteries could

%| 4 '_, - perfom their intended safety function as born out by past test,

&- resul ts.-
.e .

.
.

'

2 - The' licensee has proposed a TS change, reviewed & approved by the
* Y} ^ Onsite Safety Connittee and Offsite Review Committee, that would

.

w A allow continued. operation until the fourth refueling outage scheduled
Q '7 m - for October, .1984,'when the following course of action will be taken:

2 ;m

Q .- Develop the design' bases load scheme for each station
jf 1 .

. battery.'

W 1

M> ' ~ c , * .0btain new1 test equipment capable of performing the
specified load tests.S 4

L -; Develop ' specific battery service test procedures to be>

' performed on the installed station batteries prior to'''

,

; startup from the fourth refueling outage.*

' This course of action was determined to be acceptable by both
NRR and Region I management.g

Test control criteria contained in both 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, and
the licensee's Quality Assurance Program requires that testing

'

Leonducted to demonstrate that systems will perfom satisfactorily,.

in service is identified and perfomed in accordance with written
test procedures which incorporate the acceptance limits contained

'

in applicable design documents. .IEEE Standard 450-1980, referenced'

- in TS 3/4.8.2 bases, provides guidance for' perfoming service
tests to meet the design requirements-(battery duty cycle) of the DC
system such that the discharge rate and test length correspond as

; closely as practical to those requirements. The failure to identify-

and incorporate those requirements into the acceptance criteria of^ *

BVT 1.1-1.39.1 ( .2), No. ' (No. 2)~ Battery and Charger Load Test>

- is a Violation (84-15-01).j,
x

< e

t

-O _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _-- _ _ _ : _ __ _ _ _- __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ - ___ - _ _ _- _ _ ____ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ .
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2. During a plant tour on June 28, 1984, the inspector noted that a

charging pump switch was red danger tagged on the remote shutdown
panel (SDP), located in the switchgear room. However, other out
of service ESF equipment controls (river water pump) were not so

1 tagged as part of their equipment clearance. Discussions with licensee
I personnel indicated that the charging pump had been removed from

service per OM Chapter 1.7.4 A.M., Removing a Charging Pump From
Service for Mechanical Maintenance, a detailed procedure for clearing
this specific ESF component that apparently does not have a counter-
part for other components. While not required to be flagged on
the SDP controls, the inspector stated that other ESF components
should also be so identified as the SDP would become an extension

~~ ~ of the Control Room, should it have to be evacuated. Those comments
were acknowledged by the licensee.

While reviewing the technical specification associated with the
SDP, the ins)ector noted that the only existing test requirements
related to tie panels instrumentation. There are no requirements
to demonstrate actual operability of the various ESF component
controls. Discuss:ons with NRR indicated that a standard tech-
nical specification addressing 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Fire Protecticn
Program for Nuclear Facilities, requirements was currently being
developed that would include surveillance testing requirements in
this area, probably on a refueling outage frequency. This was
brought to the licensee's attention. Th4 inspector had no further
concerns.

3. The reactor was shut down at 1:18 a.m. on July 5,1984, due to the
loss of chilled water to the containment air recirculation cooling
coils and instrument air compressor aftercooler. This occurred as
a result of valve TV-CC-110D (containment recirculation cooling
coil outlet containment isolation valve) failing in the shut
position. Containment air temperature subsequently increased above
105 F to a maximum of about 112 F. This resulted in the licensee
entering two separate technical specification action statements,
each of which would ultimtcely require the plant to be placed in
cold shutdown. The First involved limiting primary containment
average air temperature to less than 105 F when in Modes 1 thru
4 per Ti 3.6.1.5, and the second action statement, TS 3.6.1.4,
indirectly related to the first, limits primary containment internal
air partial pressure to a region defined in TS Figure 3.6-1, which
is valid for a temperature range of 75 F to 105 F. Additionally,
because of the loss of cooling to the containment instrument air
compressor af tercoolers, manual containment isolation valve IA-90,
the cross-connect valve from station instrument air to containment
instrument air, was opened to prevent further equipment damage.
This resulted in entry into the primary containment integrity
action statement (TS 3.6.1.1). The station maintained a dedicated
operator at IA-90, while the reactor was above Mode 5 conditions.
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~ . As a ' result of the above action statements, the plant was placed '

Lin Mode 5 (cold. shutdown) by 11:30 a.m. on July 6, 1984. The
.

([ <M.
,

p licensee's actions were acceptable. !
n ,

The diaphram to TV-CC-1100 was replaced. The, licensee determinedt ,
,

<

i; 9 that this particular item had recently been replaced during the
. ,

- ,~ .last refueling outage and an investigation into the failure determined
4g - i ~ that the probable cause was.a pressure spike from the valve actuator,

m - .. . .

( cn ' Plant Security / Physical Protection- '

1

;,

M.~ m.t %:_ _ ; Implementation of,the Physical Security Plan was observed in the
""""""~ ]~" Eareas listed in^ paragraph 3a~above with regard to the following:

- - Protested area barriers were not degraded;
,

'

.--; Isolation' zones were clear;'

_
m-

Persons and packages were checked prior to allowing''
,

--

entry into the Prctected Area;+

Vehicles were properly searched and vehicle access--
. ^ ', to the Protected Area was in accordance with approved-

procedures;, ,

i '

Security access controls to Vital Areas were being
'

--

maintained and that persons in Vital Areas were
properly authorized;

- Security posts were adequately manned, equipped,'and
1 security personnel were alert and knowledgeable

regarding position requirements, and that writtenE ^

procedures.were available; and,
,

,

--. Adequate lighting maintained.'

1. While touring the protected area on June 20, 1984, the inspector
observed a v< sitor in the I&C Engineer's office without an
escort. This was brought to the attention of an I&C engineer,-

.

9 who unsuccessfully. attempted to page the individual's escort
for several minutes. The I&C engineer accepted escort respon--.

.'

e sibility for the visitor.
, -

Discussions with the I&C Supervisor revealed that the visitor
'

had been properly brought onsite by two engineers. Apparently,
one of the individuals left the office on an errand without
telling the second individual, who was not aware of his escort,

,

responsibilities, and subsequently left the visitor unescorted.
The inspector reviewed the security procedures for bringing

,
' visitors on site, and deemed them to be adequate. Because this

appears to be an isolated case involving an error in judgement,
no violation will be issued at this time.

.

p+ 3. +.e
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WD wedwm; +v2pOn: June 2'8,1984, the inspectoriwas iafomed by the licensee .
- * '

m that at 10:05 a.m., it was di' covered that an individual hads,

g - : entered.the protected' area through the access control point with-
*' s out:first. obtaining and displaying (a security picture badge,.J, lin accordance with 10 CFP, 73*.5S(d) 5) and the BVPS Security .

'' e "

U - $# Plan requirements.1 This individual, who is authorized access
*"IMto the protected' area. and most vital areas, had been onsite for'

about one and :a half: hours before 'a routine security patrolm-
,

-s A: noted that hetwas not displaying a picturq badge. Investigation79 ,

? arevealed that-after approaching the badge issdesstation, the~
~

Vind'fdual.was distracted lha station page 'and failed to pick* " '

i
W. p.hiN idt0re badge befo.% going thru the access, check point.

p 3,
. #-,. ,

2 i Upon'pirsonalrecognition,Itheaccessguhdallowedhimentry,*

- ^failing~to verify disp,layment of the picture badge, in violation,
'

| eh(ployee retraining,'which includes BVPS. Unit 1 security require-
i.y

_

1
.o post orders. The individual had yeceived annual general

|
"

Mfbg9 En p 3mentstin Noyymbery1983, and has been employed at the site
~

"
- since 1976,s,- N

.
. ,

y_ -ma ,m - 7-y y +-

7 Aftet c'isct}ssions hith the res'ident" inspector, the licensee^ 4 -
'

_

feported 'thQ event via the ENS lind to NRC Headquarters ons
~ ^

LJune129,$ance wf ths10 CFR 73.71(C), as i' moderate loss of -1964Hwithin 24 hours, forlowed by a written reportp,,
~

2.
" - '' in accorf ,

'

~ g " secuyityieffectideness.3 Planrkdicorrective actions, which- .-

1 , d * : included review'oi' the event with .s'ecurity and contractor>'
'

N 2personnelf modification of security procedures and propos'ed
', .d[h hardware; changes-scheduled to_ be iinplemented with the installation<

$ ar.of the: consolidated-U. nit 1/2 automated-security system, were.7
< >

;Mdiscussed;with. Regional. management and.'fdund-to be accep, table,*-
> - ? ' iA review ~of the.BVPS enforcement history indicated that:noy _ ,

S - 'W ysimilar?vidlation has occurred for more than two years.
gQ.Because:this event meets the criteria specified in 10 CFR 2,'

'

L. ; ac:# Appendix Cp no NRC violation will 'be issued.
mp ,y T - - ,- >

,.
,

, - d.1. Radiation Controls c,\ f 4 X
' ~r_ m , & ne

p[@Wy (Radiation controisiincluding40 sting of radiation areas, the, ,

: ; condition's' of step-offcpadst disposal ~of protective clothing,_ . m
77_ - - . completion of- RadiatiWWork Pdrmits',. compliance,with Radiation:

%yt . Wor (Pemi..ts, personGMw6f toring devices tning worn, clean-,
,

imonitor- operabilityc(porf.a(ation control job' coverage, areabbi'and permanent), area monitor.
clinbss of: work. areas,Lrad- - -

'

ye y n?:
'

T - fM calibration,;and-personnel M sking procedures were observed"

on a srnpling hasic'; ' '
< 4,.
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h - r' On June' 4,~ 1984, -ths licensee notified _ the inspector of a' violation
-

9 s|
.

icf 10'CFR 20.408, Reports 1of Personnel = Monitoring On Termination-A. *'

,

"t .of Employment or Work'. Through:a record _ review of radiation<

N%- - > ' exposure. reports, it was .detemined that an individual who was !
,

C employed by a contractor at BVPS Unit 1 from July ~ 5 through
'

w' ' ,

- ; August 10, s.1983, _teminated employment, and the licensee failed
*

- to furnishLthe: report of his exposure to the Director of
q _ m .. Management and Program Analysis within 90 days. The inspector_

-~ ~'

f=
~ ~

' reviewed the individual's external exposure information and-

noted that no exposure had been recorded for the whole booy.
-

1_ ' .

-and security. access control points related to radiation control-
The licensee infomed the inspector that a review of past RWPs

.' w'-
_

'

areas indicated that the . individual apparently had no. job
'

'

: assignment-in a radiation control area. The -problem of licensee
<

- contractors |failing_to notify the Radcon office when rad workers,.

n i g i. 6 ; d; W = m'
~' ' ~ -

& Lterminate employment has been previously discussed in NRC::a
Inspection-Report 50-334/83-30. In December,.1983, the licensee

:. changed their program inLresponse to this to ensure. prompt<
, , - 2

submittal of termination' notification so that an individual'se ~-

. x _
exposure could be. forwarded to the NRC in a timely manner. This

e:r ,
- particular item was not identified at that time because the

' individual.'s termination-occurred prior.to December,1983.
A

s . Both-DLC.and contractor' records were cross checked to verify-

--that no other-individuals have been omitted from the reporting>,

F j requirements. Because thistis licensee identified and adequate'

B '1 N corrective. action has been taken, no violation will-be issued
i Lasxin'accordance with 10 CFR 2,' Appendix C.

' ~

e, P_1 ant Housekeeping and Fire Protection

Plant housekeeping conditions including general cleanliness
: .

conditions and control of material to. prevent fire hazards -
- - twere observed in, areas listed in paragraph 3a. Maintenance-
D- of fire barriers, fire' barrier penetrations, and verification
1: _

of posted fire: watches in these areas was also observed. No
inadequacies were noted..

if ; 4. LEngineered-Safety Features (ESF) Verification _.'

J, 1TheLoperability:of the following systems was verified by performing a
walkdown'offaccessible portions that -included the following as appropriate:'>

f |(1): System lineup procedures match plant drawings and the
as-built configuration.,

S c(2) Equipment conditions-were observed for items which
.

- might degrade: performance. ' Hangers and supports
* ' iare'operab!e.,

L(3)iThe interior of breakers, electrical and instrumentation
* cabinets were inspected for debris, loose material,

Ljumpers,etc.<
,

,

I
4

h

t_.-..
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(5) Valves were verified to be in the proper position with
power available. Valve locking mechanisms were checked,n-

"

where required.
>

1 (6) Technical specification required surveillance testing was
current.

!: A
_

- Electrical Power Systems, DC Distribution, June 22, 1984.--

-- - Chemical Addition System, June 20, 1984.

Low' Head Safety Injection System, June 8, 1984.--

%#u a v
__

- No deficiencies were noted.

5.- Surveillance Activities

.To ascertain that surveillance of_ safety-related systems or components
tis -being conducted in accordance with license requirements, the inspector
1 observed: portions of selected tests to verify that:a

a. The surveillance test proceduro conforms to technical
specification requirements.

>

b. . Required administrative approvals and tagouts are '

' obtained before initiating the test.

p s ti c. Testing is being accomplished by qualified personnel
-in accordance with an approved test procedure.1

d. Required test instrumentation is calibrated.'

... .e. LCOs are met.-

|

L ~f. The test data are accurate and complete. Selected test
. result data was independently reviewed to verify accuracy.

.

'g. Independently verify the system was properly returned to
4 . service.

h. ' Test results meet technical specification requirements and-

.

: test discrepancies are rectified.

'i. The surveillance test was. completed at the required frequency.

.

!

jj .~ ,

.

'
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The following surveillance activitics were observed:

- OST 1.21.4 ( .5, .6), Main Steam Valve Full Closure Test,
June 9, 1984.

- MCP 2.05, Power Range Neutron Flux Channel N-NI43
Quality Calibration, June 13, 1984.

- OST 1.13.1, Quench Spray Pump Functional Test,
June 20, 1984.

- BVT 1.1-1.2.1, Moderator Temperature Coefficient
Determination, July 3, 1984.

Following difficulties encountered during the previous full closure tests
of the main steam trip valves (detail 5 of NRC Inspection Report 50-334/
84-12), the licensee opted to perfom a retest to Technical Specification
3.7.1.5 surveillance requirements on June 9, 1984, during a weekend
maintenance outage. OST 1.21.4, .5, .6, demonstrates that each valve
will travel to the full closed position within five seconds from any
closure actuation signal while in hot standby with T-average greater than
or equal to 515 F during each reactor shutdown, if not previously
tested in the past 92 days. Review of past data indicated that the
valve closure time had always been close to the TS limit. During
performance of the OSTs, witnessed by the inspector, all three valves
exceaded the 5 second limit and were declared inoperable,' the maximum
time was 6.2 seconds.

Through subsequent troubleshooting, the problem with the main steam trip
isolation valves was identified as coming from the time delay necessary
to bleed the air cylinder pressure down through the S0V before the disc
begins travel. The valve recorder trace data indicated that the time
from when the disc begins travel to the time it fully closes was consistent
among all three (about 2.5 seconds). To reduce the closure time from
the TS threashold, two additional 3/4" ASCO S0Vs were installed parallel
to the existing two. The inspector attended the OSC meeting on June 10,
1984, which discussed and approved the design changes to the instrument
air system. This was effective in correcting the problem, as review of
subsequent valve retests under no steam flow conditions, indicated that
the closure time was reduced to the range of 4.5 to 4.7 seconds. The
inspector had no further concern on this item.

6. fbintenance Activities

The inspector observed portions of selected maintenance activities on
safety-related systems and components to verify that those activities
were being conducted in accordance with approved procedures, technical
specifications and appropriate industrial codes and standards. The
inspector conducted record reviews :nd direct observations to determine
that:

-
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h' ' A 1 -:Those activitics did not violate a limiting conditionc
for operation.

.,

- Redundant components.were operable.
- . .

- Required administrative approvals and tagouts had been
obtained prior to initiating work.

\$ - Approved' procedures were used or the activity was within
the " skills of the trade."

- The work was performed-by qualified personnel.
-

,

- The procedures used .were adequate to control the activity.

;;w;@f~~ ,
- Replacement parts and materials were properly certified.'

' -

=

4'{ -: Radiological; controls were properly implemented when necessary.

- Ignition / fire prevention controls were appropriate for the_.

Factivity.
'

.- QC hold ~ points.'were established where required and observed.M

p
H

. :- Equipment was. properly tested before being returned to service.-

- An independent verification was conducted to verify that the
,

equipment was properly returned to service.
a=

~

9 -Activities inspected were:
o . .w .

-: Troubleshooting MOV-SI-864A breaker, June 7, 1984.

, ,
-1 Repair of Quench Spray Pump 18 breaker,-June 11, 1984,

s
EPreventive maintenance on River Water Pump 1C Motor, June 20, 1984.

~

*

6 ^

1..
Check-(performanceof;0ST1.ll.6,ECCSFlowpathandValvePosition
During-

LHSI Loop A), on June 6, 1984, MOV-SI-864A, the 1A lowheadp
+ ' safety injection'to reactor coolant cold leg isolation valve,o

g tripped. its-line starter at-the motor control center when the operator-

went to the open position on the control switch. The breaker was~

Y reset and the valve opened satisfactorily. Recycling of the valve
verified that th'e opening ' time was within specifications (140 seconds).

~

The inspector observed subsequent troubleshooting which detennined
.

n that.the-problem was with the line starter in the West Cable Vault
h- Room, Land not the valve motor. A loose screw was found on an
V overload block which was tightened and the valve retested satisfactorily.

:
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$$h4%@n@h1% aThrough discussions with! cognizant licensee personnel and document 1
% v. f review,-it was determined that this particular linestarter last. '

3
& -

' N.7 ' ^ " received preventive. maintenance on July 27, 1983, per MWR 837357.~
'

,

x@ .T'' :This work was performed on all. safety related linestarters during
WP * ' 1the third refueling outage because of-17-failures that were exper-

~

Lienced during the previous year. From'a review of the MWR data, itE > .

i

W ~4 . ~ :was| apparent;that most linestarters were found to have at-least one
W' _ ,

,

land leads-. A review of PMP No;11-37-Linestarter-lE, Revision 0, which
1

^

5 oose. part,-including contacts, overloads, terminal; blocks, contactors
- -

62 y / the: Senior' Electrical: Maintenance Engineer stated would form the
' M ~ S 7 , i asisifor'a revised program, indicated that a work-frequency ofb

- 136/48 months was planned. A bases justifying this extended frequency,
'' falong with development of a fomal PM schedule for safety relatedy .

V
_ . |linestarterssis Unresolved Item (84-15-02).

, % .. . .

; 2. - : During perfomance of OST 'l.13.2.1B Quench Spray Pump Flow Test._

$ b:# M M w @ i M QS-P-lB) eon June;11,:1984, the pump breaker tripped. The breaker

Q~w
'"~ ~ f '' . as; racked' to the test position and reclosed at which time arcingw

-

aw
was. noticed. The breaker was:then racked onto the bus and' success-

~

: fully closed for performance.of~the OST. After the pump was run for> >

iA the required 30 minutes, breaker operability was again rechecked
ratLwhich time _it again tripped'and was- declared inoperable. Main-* '

W^^ ~ Lienance: personnel troubleshooting noted.a white residue and no grease
.

,, , : on,the DC contacts. The breaker was replaced with a spare and a PM- '

- |was performed. The last _ preventive maintenance performed on QS-P-1B
f.

' k j This is performed on a 24 month frequency for all GE AK-3A-25 480
breaker was conducted on. June 14, -1983, per PMP l-37SS-9P5-lE..

~
_

,

- ^~ - ? volt switchgear. --Discussions with| cognizant-licensee personnel_

; g. indicated that1these generic preventive maintenance procedures
'. would be updated to also provide inspection of the DC relays.
R

.
."m 13. JThe inspector determined through discussions with electrical main-

71 :tenance: personnel, that preventive maintenance was planned for the
river: water; pump.1C (WR-P-1C)~ motor and two 4KV breakers (WR-P-1C"

,

'is-a " swing. pump" that can be powered from either 4KV emergency -
'

-bus) on" June 20,~'1984.-,After touring the Control Room, it was noted
that neither the control board,' control . room prints, nor equipment i

istatus board indicated that WR-P-lC was Jout of service for maintenance.r
<

% .. Discussions with Operations personnel indicated that they were not,

Laware.ofiany. work in progress, only that a breaker PMP was planned
for sometime.later in the shift. Inspection of-the pump breakers in

.the switchgear room found that both breakers were red danger tagged per'

~

' Clearance Permit 495226. After going to the WR-P-lC cubicle in the. ,

river water intake structure, the inspector found that work to change'
>

,

out the motor!1ube oil under PMPl-75-Motor-1E,' Pump Motor Inspection,
p# ,

morning. Clearance Permit 495226 specified only that preventive
Lubrication and Linesterter Inspection, had begun at 6:00 a.m., that

'
#

" maintenance was. planned for the breakers. The inspector could not
; determine whether there was a change in scope of planned activities'

after the clearance permit was~ issued, or if the problem resulted from-

~ poor comunications on what activities the pemit was issued for.
.

'However, the clearance points were adequate for all activities
performed and no ESF train was inoperable.;

.

,

5
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. Station. Administrative Procedures, Chapter 4, Operations, and OM*
%

'

. Chapter 1.48.6, Clearances, specify the rules governing control'"y . .

'mdasures-that must be taken to identify the clearance boundary points
,M

_ ,, , ,

land scope of planned maintenance activities to ensure that (1) (2)
^x

,

equipment.is safe ~ to work on for personnel safety reasons, and '

~ m the Nuclear. Shift Supervisor is aware of the status of all systems
and Lequipment and of all intended. operations. These rules (SAP-4, VI)"

7

_ Tstrictly forbid performing work on adjoining components or apparatus, .

>

%. :unless listed on the clearance permit, nor making changes, additions, '*

4

N
^

ior deletions to a clearance permit after it'is issued. They further'E-

y p^ (require that' the: Control Room prints and Status Boards be updated
1 Lwhen ' performing a Switching Order (a form used by the operator to.

direct'each clearance).s

TContrary to thesi ~ rules, the' scope of the river water pump 1C 4KV'

.

Q@' =g g@mz 3 breaker work wasixpanded to include a motor lube oil changeout,
i

~ iafter the issuance of. Clearance Permit 495226. Additionally, the-

- .ronly: indication available.to Operations personnel in the Control Room" *

~ ;1 ~ that WR-P-lc is' unavailable, was that both control switches were'

'"~ - E : Ein the. pull-to-lock position,- though not tagged. This is a violation
,

3 e f (84-15-03) of' station equipment clearance procedures required by
~, ' ", , Technicali Specification .6.8.1 and Regulatory Guide 1.33.'*

o ,
.

,

t 57.1 ' Containment Emergency Airlock ~ Modification-

% ,4

k,
'

a
V Under:10 CFR 50.59,: Changes, Tests, and Experiments, the licensee is allowed; .

.

. t to make changes.to the . facility as described in the Safety Analysis Report -'e ,

~(SAR) without prior.commiss. ion approval unless the change involved anp'_
.

, unreviewed -safety question. --.Specifically, it must be determined that the ;p"- '

Mc ? modification'will not . increase the probability of an accident previously
.

i

E* Jevaluated in the SAR.nor' introduce the possibility of a different type'

~ 4

yj * ithan has:been evaluated.' The_ inspector reviewed the licensee's 10 CFR
~ ' 50.59 evaluation-performed for DCP 210, Containment Emergency Airlock,.

'

c,

to _ verify that such a detemination had been made.K ,' e * -

6
*

-

:FromTa walkdown of the modification, if was noted'that two. potential
,

M - o
r

2,1 escape: paths are available from containment: (1) through the original~

m ,1 requipment hatch seal,.and'(2) through the new emergency airlock flange
i - N iseal. Because the emergency airlock is a 5' diameter tube 'approximately
h , je [*E13'longthat.penetratesthecontainmentequipmenthatch,itappearsthat the dynamic effects of a seismic event on this member couldn

" compromise containment integrity at both of the above sealing surfaces.' "

N LThis was discussed with the primary sponsoring engineer who infomed the'
,

inspector that this consideration' had not been addressed in the original'

v,< :

f+ 110 CFR 50;59 review., The~ airlock had already been conditionally accepted~

";*9 ^during' September,1983, .but is not considered operational as it-is tagged
bE,E * -out of Jservice until.a technicalLspecification change'to incorporate airlock ;

sd . surveillance: testing requirements can be completed. The licensee contacted
Ot Ltheir architect-engineer who provided the assumptions used in analyzing' '

f' C the equipment hatch modification. The AE felt that the sealing capacity .

'

*

(- of,the cover to barrel seals during a seismic event is adequate since the
k bolted gasket connec ion is designed in accordance with ASME III NE-3326.
n

pf-

o

< .
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iAs the original 10 CFR 50.59 review of DCP 210 appears inadequate, the
licensee committed to perfoming an engineering review to verify that

'

containment integrity is maintained at both sealing surfaces through- -

fa design based seismic event. . This is' Unresolved Item (84-15-04/.=

!

y- [8.- 7 noffice Review'ofLLicensee Event Reports _(LERs)I

The inspector reviewed LERs submitted.to the NRC:RI office to verify,

that the details of the event were clearly reported, including the~

. accuracy.of the description of cause and adequacy of corrective action.y ,

?~ cThe -inspector detemined whether further infomation was required from,

ethe licensee, whether generic implications _were indicated, and whether .'

1the event warranted onsite follow-up. The following LERs were reviewed:
.

'LER 84-04* Reactor Trip Due to Generator / Turbine Trip~
,--

mn um. _ _.- # __ _

-~ g -

. .-m

CLER 84-05 identified'two missed technical specification surveillance require-
' ;ments. TS 4.6.1.1.A.1, Primary Containment Integrity, requires that all

penetrations not capable of being closed by an operable automatic isolation
.

x Evalve-and are required to be closed during accident conditions, are verified
to be-closed by a manual valve, blank flange or deactivated automatic valve

- at least_once-per 31 days. Contrary to this, the licensee identified that.
:the' containment vacuum breaker outside isolation damper, VS-D-5-6, had not

- ~ been | included in OST 1.47.2,. Containment Integrity Verification, which is"

performed to meet the 31. day surveillance requirement. At no time was
,VS-D-5-6 open during reactor operation in Modes.1 thru 4. OM Chapter 1.50.3,
.Startup Checklist B. verifies that all containment isolation penetration
valves are in their nomal alignment prior to leaving Mode 5. VS-D-5-6 is.

E : included in Table 47-1, referred to by Startup Checklist B. The' inspector
. verified that VS-D-5-6 was added to OST 1.47.2 by OMCN 84-92 dated April 23, 1984.

;The second item: involved the failure to functionally test the manual switches
,

used to transfer from safety injection to recirculation mode, as required by-'

TS .4.3.2.1.1 -and Table 4.3-2, during each refueling outt.p. . The automatic --

transfer, triggered by a low level in the RWST, was tested per BVT 1.3-1.11.1,
?S.I. Auto Switchover to Recirculation Operability Test. This BVT has since
1been revised to perform this functional test, and is scheduled to be run*

- cduring the next refueling outage. It should be noted that the operators also
E :have the option of performing the realignment by use of individual valve controls.

| ' Because each of the above items has mininum safety significance due to plant
-

design features and each was identified by the licensee during a quality check
of their surveillance program in accordance with NRC commitments and adequate
-corrective action'has been taken, no violation will be issued in accordance
!with the guidelines of 10 CFR 2, Appendix C.

:bl-

* Discussed.in detail 3 of NRC Inspection Report 50-334/84-12.

.
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9. Emergency Preparedness Drill _
_

On June 27, 1984, DLC conducted their annual full scale EP exercise. The
states of Ohio, West Virginia, and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
participated along with all local communities within the 10 mile emergency
planning zone. Their perfonnance was evaluated by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA). The NRC observed the licensee's response both
onsite and offsite. The findings of the NRC Emergency Preparedness Team
are discussed in Inspection Report 50-334/84-16.

The licensee activated the new Emergency Response Facility (ERF) for the
conduct of this drill. The inspectors observed licensee's actions from the
Control Room and the new Technical Support Center (TSC). The licensee's

? transfer of functions to the new ERF facility were accomplished without
[ any major problems. The inspectors observed that normal plant operations

in the Control Room were not adversely affected by the drill. Personnel~

participating in the drill, both in the Control Room and TSC, conducted their
actions in accordance with the BVPS Emergency Preparedness Plan and
Implementing Procedures. Accurate identification of Emergency Action Levels
(EALs), notification of offsite agencies, use of proper procedures, control
of operations, and good communications were observed. The drill was actively
observed and critiqued by the designated licensee personnel. Within the
scope of this inspection, the licensee demonstrated an adequate operational
capability to deal with an onsite emergency.

10. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required to
determine whether they are acceptable, items of noncompliance or deviations.
Two new unresolved items were identified and are discussed in details
6 and 7. Followup on several previous unresolved items is discussed in
Section 2.

11. Exit Interview

Meetings were held with senior facility management periodically during the
course of this inspection to discuss the inspection scope and findings.
A summary of inspection findings was further discussed with the licensee
at the conclusion of the report period.

i


